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Introduction
This report will help streaming publishers identify the 
best cloud service for producing H.264 per-title 
output. It details comparative quality, storage and 
streaming bandwidth costs, and identifies ladder 
construction issues that could diminish viewer QoE. 

This report:

● Compares H.264 output of 23 test files from 
AWS Elemental MediaConvert, Microsoft Azure 
Media Services, Brightcove, Bitmovin, and 
Tencent

● Evaluates four content types (entertainment, 
animations, sports, office)

● Considers:
○ Average VMAF quality
○ 99th percentile quality (quality variability)
○ Low-frame VMAF quality (transient quality 

issues)
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Presents streaming costs and quality results over 
three distribution patterns (details below):

● Top heavy - most viewers watch the top five 
rungs of the encoding ladder

● Mobile - most viewers watch middle rungs of 
the encoding ladder

● IPTV - all viewers watch the top two rungs 

The analysis also considers:

● Per-title encoding fees
● Per-title feature set
● Encoding ladder integrity and construction 

(will the ladder function as it should?)
● Top-rung consistency (does the service 

produce consistent quality across file types?)

If you’re considering a cloud provider for H.264 
per-title encoding, this report will save you weeks of 
testing time and help you choose the best provider. 



Who This Report is For
This report will save anyone charged with selecting a 
cloud-based per-title H.264 encoding service hundreds 
of hours of research and testing and will help you make 
a better selection. This report:

● Delineates the key technical differences between 
the services

● Details the differences in:
○ Storage costs (varies by up to ~ 55%)
○ Encoding cost (ranges from $3.08 to $9.05 

for files tested in this report)
○ Streaming bandwidth for three distribution 

scenarios (varies by up to ~ 28%)
● Identifies the quality deltas for:

○ Overall VMAF (varies by up to ~ 9 VMAF 
points between the services)

○ 99th percentile (varies by up to ~10 VMAF 
points)

○ Low-frame VMAF (varies by up to ~9 VMAF 
points)
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● Identifies ladder construction issues that 
may impact viewer QoE

● Identifies per-title features that impact 
usability and overall performance

For streaming publishers: This report details 
how the services compare cost and quality wise, 
and how to choose the best H.264 per-title 
encoding service for your content and 
distribution patterns.

For encoding vendors: For encoding vendors 
providing per-title encoding services, this report 
provides a very structured mechanism to 
evaluate the performance and utility of those 
features. 
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What’s Unique About This Report
1. Convex-hull Based Analysis - the 
“ideal” ladder for each test clip was 
derived using a variation of Netflix’s 
convex hull analysis. All bandwidth and 
quality evaluations compare each 
service to this “ideal” ladder which 
reveals the true strengths and 
weaknesses of each service’s approach.

The chart on the right tracks vertical 
pixels over bitrate. The convex hull 
shows the ideal approach. Ladders close 
to this shape should perform well in all 
scenarios. Ladders that are too 
conservative may perform well in the 
top rungs but poorly in the middle rungs 
distributed to mobile viewers. 

Unique views like this help you predict 
why a service may perform well in some 
scenarios and poorly in others. 5



What’s Unique About This Report
2. Quality and cost results are computed 
over three different distribution patterns, 
top-heavy, mobile, and IPTV. Which pattern 
looks like yours? 

BD-Rate comparisons and rate distortion 
curves assume that each rung is configured 
and viewed equally, but that never is the case. 
A per-title schema that works well for mobile 
distribution (heavy in the middle rung) may 
perform poorly for IPTV distribution (all first 
and second rungs).

This report computes cost and quality impact 
over three different patterns so you can gauge 
the real world impact on costs and quality on 
your distribution schema.

6



What’s Unique About This Report
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3. This study measures overall quality, quality variability, 
and low-frame quality, which all impact QoE. 

In this file, overall quality is excellent, but 99th percentile 
scores (the score that 99% of all frames exceed) drops 
precipitously in the lower rungs. This means that quality will 
vary significantly (and noticeably) during playback. 

Even worse, the 4.81 low-frame score indicates an 
exceptionally low-quality frame that will dramatically reduce 
QoE. If you measure only overall quality, you miss other 
factors that degrade QoE. 

In this study, the service that delivered the best overall VMAF 
quality also exhibited significant quality variability and 
transient issues. A service with middle-of-the-pack overall 

Excellent 
overall quality Significant 

quality variability 

Frame 
corruption; 

transient issues

quality was the most resistant to variability and transient 
issues. Which approach would you prefer? By tracking this 
data, you get to choose. 

What are the orange caution frames? We also assess 
encoding-ladder integrity, checking how well the ladder 
will function in use. 

In this case, the upper rungs are too close together (less 
than 1.5x) while the jump from 588 kbps to 1.436 Mbps is 
much further than the recommended 2x differential. 
Viewers jumping from 588 kbps to 1.436 Mbps will notice a 
significant quality difference; again potentially degrading 
QoE. 

Jumps too small

Jump too high



What’s Unique About This Report
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4. Four content genres. Different types of content 
require different encoding schemas; you see this on 
the right. The encoding ladder for the animation 
peaks at 2.175 Mbps and uses high-resolution rungs 
at low bitrates, which preserves edges and detail on 
these easy-to-encode clips. 

In contrast, the ladder for the Football clip peaks at 
5.8 Mbps and deploys lower resolutions much earlier 
to preserve detail in this harder to encode clip. 

This report tests for and presents results for general 
entertainment, animation, sports, and office content. 
This helps identify the service that works best for a 
particular genre and the services with the greatest 
general flexibility and applicability. 

Animation 

Football



Disclosure

Service A helped fund this research and produced the 
encoded files for the Service A analysis. Service A 
performed these encodes consistently with how all 
other encodes were performed, and had no influence 
on the testing or analysis performed, the results 
shown, or the key ratings in the report.

Service A’s input into the encoding parameters for 
their service was identical to that provided or enabled 
to other services; specifically, they experimented to 
choose a quality level that would deliver top rung files 
with a VMAF score of 95. This is the same procedure 
that I followed when working with other services that 
enabled quality settings, including Service C and 
Service E. 

All other encoding parameters were consistent with 
the document that I sent to all services regarding the 
report. In that document, I invited all services to 

participate in creating the files. Service C provided 
technical assistance, Service A and Service E choose 
to create their files with my assistance and 
verification. Services B and D declined to create their 
own files. Service D answered questions throughout 
the process and Service B helped me resolve a 
technical issue experienced during my testing (user 
error). 

Prior to publication, I provided all services with a draft 
copy for review. Service C, Service E, and Service A 
responded with no comments. We had extensive 
discussions with Service D that resulted in several 
changes discussed throughout this document. We did 
not hear back from Service B, though our primary 
contact was out on vacation during much of the 
review period. 
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How To Interpret the Numbers in This Report
As presented in more detail above and below:

● We used the Netflix convex hull technique 
to formulate the “ideal” encoding ladder 
for each test clip using FFmpeg and the 
x264 codec and the slow preset.

● Then we compared the ladders produced 
by each service to the convex hull ladder 
to identify the quality and bandwidth 
differentials.

● We present the quality and bandwidth 
data assuming the three distribution 
patterns shown on the right. This analysis 
helps you find the best performing service 
for your distribution pattern. 

10



Overall Summary
The table on the right provides suitability ratings 
for each service provider for each distribution 
pattern. Much more detail to follow.

As you’ll see in a moment, these are overall 
scores that incorporate all findings from the 
study, not just the ratings for the three 
distribution patterns.  

To explain, I ranked each service on the criteria 
shown on the following page on a scale from 
excellent (1) to red-flag (5) and then added up the 
scores to achieve the suitability rating for each 
distribution pattern. You’ll see this detail over the 
next few slides.

The numbers below these rankings are for those 
that prefer numerical rankings. Lower scores are 
better. As with all numerical tables, green is the 
best score, yellow the worst. 
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H.264
Top Heavy 
Suitability

Mobile 
Suitability

IPTV 
Suitability

Service A Strong Strong Strong

Service B Lagging Lagging Lagging

Service C Strong Strong Strong

Service D Lagging Lagging Fair

Service E Excellent Excellent Excellent

Lower is better
Top Heavy 
Suitability

Mobile 
Suitability

IPTV 
Suitability

Service A 48 53 48

Service B 74 79 72

Service C 47 50 50

Service D 65 79 63

Service E 42 33 44



Weightings

During the evaluation we ranked each service on a scale 
from excellent (1) to red-flag (5). Not all of these ratings 
are equally important. For example, the overall VMAF 
score was more important than the available encoding 
controls. Output quality for each distribution was more 
important than most general findings. To account for 
this, we weighted several of the ratings differently as 
shown above. Here is a brief explanation of each 
weighting above 1x. 

● Encoding cost - this compares encoding costs for 
the files in the study which counted 2x. 

● Storage costs - This compares the file size for all 
files produced by the service (2x) 12

● Ladder Integrity - This evaluated ladder makeup 
which can directly impact QoE in multiple ways (2x). 

● Streaming bandwidth - affects the cost for each 
viewer, so is more important than encode/storage 
costs (5x). 

● VMAF quality - the best predictor of overall QoE (5x). 
● 99th percentile - Variations in quality within a video 

can impact QoE but not as directly as overall VMAF (2x).
● Low-frame quality - Brief extreme drops in quality can 

impact QoE but 1-2 frame quality drops may be missed. 
Not as important as overall VMAF (2x). 

Weighting 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 5 5 2 2

General Findings - H.264 Top-Heavy Distribution

Service Provider
Encoding 
Controls

Encoding 
Cost

Storage 
Costs

Top-Rung 
Results

Top-Rung 
Consistency & 

Accuracy
Ladder 

Integrity
Ladder 

Construction
Streaming 
Bandwidth

VMAF 
Quality

99th 
Percentile

Low- 
Frame 
Quality



Overall: Top Heavy Distribution
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Weighting 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 5 5 2 2

General Findings - H.264 Top-Heavy Distribution

Service Provider
Encoding 
Controls

Encoding 
Cost

Storage 
Costs

Top-Rung 
Results

Top-Rung 
Consistency & 

Accuracy
Ladder 

Integrity
Ladder 

Construction
Streaming 
Bandwidth

VMAF 
Quality

99th 
Percentile

Low- 
Frame 
Quality

Overall 
Rating

Service A Excellent Fair Strong Strong Strong Strong Excellent Strong Strong Strong Strong Strong

Service B Strong Strong Fair Lagging Fair Fair Fair Fair Fair Lagging Lagging Lagging

Service C Excellent Fair Strong Strong Strong Strong Strong Strong Strong Strong Excellent Strong

Service D Fair Excellent Lagging Fair Fair Fair Fair Fair Strong Fair Fair Lagging

Service E Fair Strong Excellent Strong Fair Strong Excellent Excellent Strong Strong Strong Excellent

Scoring - Lower Scores are Better Total

Service A 1 3 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 48

Service B 2 2 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 74

Service C 1 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 47

Service D 3 1 4 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 65

Service E 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 1 2 2 2 42

This is how we computed overall suitability for the 
top-heavy distribution pattern. 



Numbers Only: Top Heavy Distribution

This table presents a numbers-only view of the cost and quality of the services 
for the top-heavy distribution pattern, all compared to the convex-hull ladder. 
Numbers in yellow are the worst, green the best.

Storage and streaming percentages represent how each service impacts these 
operating expenses as compared to the convex hull. So, Service D’s storage 
costs are 16.35% over the ideal and 54.83% over Service E’s. Encoding cost is the 
cost to produce all files in this study assuming one-minute in duration (so 23 
minutes of full-ladder output). Service D’s encoding costs were the lowest, 
Service A the highest, with a $5.98 differential.

VMAF, 99th Percentile and Low-Frame scores all represent VMAF results 
compared to the convex hull. So, Service E’s VMAF quality was .01 VMAF points 
above the convex hull and 2.57 points higher than Service B (with rounding). 

The chart helps in comprehending the quality-related data. 14

Service A - Efficient for storage and streaming, but the most 
expensive encoding. Quality is quite good all around. 

Service B - Fair cost-wise, but quality lags in this distribution pattern. 

Service C - Expensive encoding costs partially offset storage and 
streaming savings. Excellent quality in all three measures. 

Service D - Great encoding pricing but otherwise the most expensive 
option. Mid-to-lower range quality in this distribution pattern. 

Service E - Service E is the most economical option and delivers the 
top overall quality but shows variability and low-frame issues in this 
distribution pattern. 

Top-Heavy - H.264
Storage 
Costs

Encoding 
Cost

Streaming 
Costs VMAF 99%

Low- 
Frame

Service A -10.56% $9.05 -5.83% -0.39 -1.33 -1.30

Service B -3.53% $4.39 0.91% -2.57 -5.48 -5.66

Service C -14.17% $7.68 -1.32% -0.48 -0.01 0.10

Service D 16.35% $3.08 2.28% -1.26 -2.85 -4.23

Service E -38.47% $4.17 -24.90% 0.01 -1.76 -2.48

Maximum Delta 54.83% $5.98 27.18% 2.57 5.47 5.76



Overall: Mobile Distribution
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Weighting 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 5 5 2 2

General Findings - H.264 Mobile Distribution

Encoding 
Controls

Encoding 
Cost

Storage 
Costs

Top-Rung 
Results

Top-Rung 
Consistency 
& Accuracy

Ladder 
Integrity

Ladder 
Construction

Streaming 
Bandwidth

VMAF 
Quality

99th 
Percentile

Low- 
Frame 
Quality

Overall 
Rating

Service A Excellent Fair Strong Strong Strong Strong Excellent Fair Strong Strong Strong Strong

Service B Strong Strong Fair Lagging Fair Fair Fair Fair Lagging Lagging Lagging Lagging

Service C Excellent Fair Strong Strong Strong Strong Strong Fair Strong Excellent Excellent Strong

Service D Fair Excellent Lagging Fair Fair Fair Fair Fair Lagging Lagging Lagging Lagging

Service E Fair Strong Excellent Strong Fair Strong Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent

Scoring - Lower Scores are Better Total

Service A 1 3 2 2 2 2 1 3 2 2 2 53

Service B 2 2 3 4 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 79

Service C 1 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 1 1 50

Service D 3 1 4 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 79

Service E 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 33

This is how we computed overall suitability for the mobile 
distribution pattern. 



Numbers Only: Mobile Distribution

Service A - Efficient for storage and streaming, but the 
most expensive encoding. Quality is third but close to 
leaders and well ahead of laggards.

Service B - Fair cost-wise, but Service B’ overly 
conservative ladder really hurts when distributing 
lower in the encoding ladder. 

Service C - Expensive encoding costs partially offset 
storage and streaming savings. Good overall quality in 
all three measures. 
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Service D - Great encoding pricing but otherwise the 
most expensive option. A conservative and top-end 
focused ladder hinders performance in this 
distribution pattern. 

Service E - The green says it all. Excellent ladder 
construction and encoding quality ace this 
distribution pattern. Top-rung low-frame issues play 
a minimum role in mobile score as compared to 
top-heavy and IPTV distribution patterns.

Mobile - H.264
Storage 
Costs

Encoding 
Cost

Streaming 
Costs VMAF 99%

Low- 
Frame

Service A -10.56% $9.05 -4.36% -2.35 -2.63 -2.51

Service B -3.53% $4.39 -2.18% -8.85 -9.65 -8.11

Service C -14.17% $7.68 -4.95% -1.60 -0.58 -0.32

Service D 16.35% $3.08 -0.42% -7.81 -8.47 -7.68

Service E -38.47% $4.17 -18.15% 0.42 0.26 0.54

Maximum Delta 54.83% $5.98 17.74% 9.28 9.91 8.65



Overall: IPTV Distribution
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Weighting 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 5 5 2 2

General Findings - H.264 IPTV Distribution

Encoding 
Controls

Encoding 
Cost

Storage 
Costs

Top-Rung 
Results

Top-Rung 
Consistency & 

Accuracy
Ladder 

Integrity
Ladder 

Construction
Streaming 
Bandwidth

VMAF 
Quality

99th 
Percentile

Low- 
Frame 
Quality Overall

Service A Excellent Fair Strong Strong Strong Strong Excellent Strong Strong Strong Strong Strong

Service B Strong Strong Fair Lagging Fair Fair Fair Fair Fair Fair Lagging Lagging

Service C Excellent Fair Strong Strong Strong Strong Strong Fair Strong Excellent Excellent Strong

Service D Fair Excellent Lagging Fair Fair Fair Fair Fair Strong Strong Fair Fair

Service E Fair Strong Excellent Strong Fair Strong Excellent Excellent Strong Strong Fair Excellent

Scoring - Lower Scores are Better Total

Service A 1 3 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 48

Service B 2 2 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 72

Service C 1 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 1 1 50

Service D 3 1 4 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 63

Service E 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 1 2 2 3 44

This is how we computed overall suitability for the IPTV 
distribution pattern. 



Numbers Only: IPTV Distribution
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Service A - Efficient for storage and streaming, but 
the most expensive encoding. Good overall quality. 

Service B - Fair cost-wise but low top-rung scores 
hurt the worst in this upper-rung oriented 
distribution pattern. 

Service C - Expensive encoding costs partially offset 
storage and streaming savings. Excellent quality and 
consistency throughout. 

Service D - Great encoding pricing but otherwise the 
most expensive option. Overall VMAF quality is 
competitive, but dropped in variability and low-frame 
quality. 

Service E - Again, the strongest overall economically 
with the best overall quality and middle of the pack 
variability and low-frame scores.  

IPTV - H.264
Storage 
Costs

Encoding 
Cost

Streaming 
Costs VMAF 99%

Low- 
Frame

Service A -10.56% $9.05 -5.96% -0.08 -1.16 -0.99

Service B -3.53% $4.39 1.15% -1.62 -4.93 -5.29

Service C -14.17% $7.68 -0.71% -0.14 0.27 0.44

Service D 16.35% $3.08 2.93% -0.17 -1.80 -3.43

Service E -38.47% $4.17 -25.38% -0.03 -2.06 -2.81

Maximum Delta 54.83% $5.98 28.32% 1.59 5.20 5.73



Report Overview (What We Measured and Why)

● Convex hull computation and significance
● Computing storage and bandwidth savings
● Quality metrics explained
● Interpreting top rung scores
● Interpreting bottom rung scores
● Distribution patterns
● Test clips
● General encoding parameters
● What we measured

19



Overview (1) - Convex Hull Computation and Significance
This report explores the cost, feature set, and output quality of the 
per-title H.264 output of five cloud encoding services using 23 files 
at least two minutes long. The general testing schema is this:

● Build the “ideal” ladder using Netflix’s convex hull analysis 
technique with the FFmpeg x264 codec using the slow 
preset. See here for a description of this process. 

● Compare this to the per-title output from the services over 
the full encoding ladder measuring: 

○ VMAF quality computed using the harmonic mean
○ The VMAF 99th percentile, which is the VMAF score 

over which 99% of all frames exceed. So, a score of 
84.99 means that 99% of all frames have a VMAF 
value of 85 and above. This is a measure of quality 
variability which is known to reduce QoE.

○ Low-frame VMAF, a measure of transient quality.
● Compare the file output size to the convex hull to determine 

the increase or decrease in storage cost for each service.
● Compare the streaming output for each service to 

determine the impact on streaming cost over three 
distribution patterns, top heavy (typical US/Europe), mobile, 
and IPTV. 
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https://ottverse.com/perfect-bitrate-ladder-for-video-streaming-compression/


Overview (2) - Computing Storage and Bandwidth Savings
Storage savings/additional rungs:

Computing storage savings is simple. As shown on 
the right, the convex hull ladder for the El Ultimo 
clip had 4 rungs totaling 3 Mbps. On the bottom 
left, you see that Service A created a ladder with 5 
rungs and a total bitrate of 3.813 Mbps. For this file 
Service A adds 27.1% storage bandwidth and one 
additional rung. 

Bandwidth savings: 

On the right, in the allocation to rungs, we 
answered the question, “which rung would a viewer 
connecting at the different bandwidths shown in 
the middle actually view?” The red arrows show this 
allocation for the bottom rungs in both ladders. 

From this allocation, we can compute bitrate, VMAF, 
99% percentile, and low frame scores for each rung 
on the ladder. Then we allocated rung distribution 
for the convex hull and Service A ladders using the 
three patterns identified below to compute 
weighted average bandwidth and quality scores.

x264 Slow Convex Hull Ladder

Service A  Ladder
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Overview (2) - Computing Storage and Bandwidth Savings (Update)
After reviewing a draft of the report, Service B felt that 
they were disproportionately impacted by how we 
allocated rungs because their second rung exceeded the 
3600 bitrate eleven times. No other service experienced 
this even once. You see this on the top, where the 
1120x630 rung served the viewer connecting at 3600 
because the bitrate of the 1600x900 rung was too high at 
4108 kbps. 

To level the playing field, we converted the 2400 kbps gap 
between 3.6 Mbps to 6 Mbps to the five rungs shown on 
the bottom and allocated the viewing percentage 
proportionately for all services. Since this happened late 
in the process we didn’t update the other screenshots 
showing these allocations. 

Interestingly, the impact of this change was minimal on 
overall results. While improving Service B’s results slightly, 
most noticeably in the IPTV distribution pattern, it also 
improved the results of most other services by allowing 
the top rung to extend lower into the distribution ladder, 
increasing bitrate but also improving quality. This 
happened less with Service B because its average top rung 
bitrate was the highest in the report.

22

While the change impacted some numerical rankings, it didn’t impact any 
ratings, or the overall scoring. 



Overview (3) - Quality Metrics Explained
We measured three quality scores for each video.

● VMAF harmonic mean - Average VMAF score for all 
frames computed using the harmonic mean, which 
incorporates quality variability (see 
bit.ly/fmaf_harmmean). In the figure, the two VMAF 
scores are reasonably close. Higher VMAF scores are 
always better, but it takes a difference of 3-6 VMAF 
points for most viewers to notice. 

● 99th percentile - This is the VMAF score at which 
99% of all frames have that score or higher, a 
measure of quality variability. In the figure, the 99th 
percentile score for the green video is much higher 
than the red, which means more consistent quality 
(and fewer regions of lower quality). 

● Low frame score - The lowest VMAF score for any 
frame in the video, an indicator of potential transient 
issues that may degrade QoE. For any single video, a 
low-frame score can be idiosyncratic. However, if a 
service consistently has poor low-frame scores, 
videos that it produces may exhibit transient quality 
issues. 
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Harmonic mean VMAF

99th percentile 
score

Low frame 
score

Below is a results plot that shows VMAF scores for 
each frame of two different files over the file duration. 
Produced by the Moscow State University Video 
Quality Measurement Tool. 

http://bit.ly/fmaf_harmmean


Overview (4) - Interpreting Top-Rung Scores
When creating the “ideal” ladder using the convex hull technique, 
we targeted the top VMAF score of 95 based upon this article 
which found that a score of 93 delivers content that “is either 
indistinguishable from the original or with noticeable but not 
annoying distortion.” In other words, a score of 93 is good enough 
for the top rung, and targeting 95 gave us a bit of extra cushion. 

As shown on the top right, using the convex hull technique on this 
test file, x264 slow achieved the 95 rate at 2900 kbps. Service A 
boosted the data rate to 4205 (45%) to deliver a VMAF score of 
97.76. Is this a good decision or a bad decision? 

One could argue that more quality is always better, but then the 
service that boosted the bitrate to 10 Mbps to produce a VMAF 
score of 99.5 is better than either the convex hull or Service A. 

In our view, Service A’s decision was a bad one since the service 
boosted the bitrate to produce quality that viewers wouldn’t 
notice, so it wouldn’t impact QoE. So, we excluded any VMAF 
increases above 93 in our overall scoring, and Service A got no 
scoring benefit for a higher VMAF in this rung. 

What about the Service B scenario? Should we 
penalize the service for the .5 VMAF reduction when 
the score is still above 93? In our view, no for the 
same reason; both scores are above 93 so a viewer 
wouldn’t notice the decrease. 

Accordingly, we never considered decreases in VMAF 
scoring unless they brought the VMAF score below 
93. 
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x264 Slow Convex Hull Ladder

Service A Ladder

Service B Ladder

https://realnetworks.com/sites/default/files/vmaf_reproducibility_ieee.pdf


Overview (5) - Interpreting Bottom-Rung Scores

When configuring the convex hull ladder, the 
bottom rung was always 640x360 or smaller to 
allow for software-only DRM (see 
bit.ly/bottom_rg_drm). 

For this reason, when a higher resolution rung 
met the data rate requirement (Rung 6 was 
under 300 kbps) we still used the 360p rung in 
that position (as shown). So, though the 720p 
rung had a bitrate lower than 300 kbps, we used 
the 360p rung for scoring purposes. 
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http://bit.ly/bottom_rg_drm


Overview (6) - Distribution Patterns

If you don’t consider distribution pattern in the 
bandwidth savings and quality analysis, you are 
assuming that all rungs are delivered in the same 
quantity, which is almost never the case. 

So, we measured quality and bandwidth savings 
delivered by all the services using three distribution 
patterns.

● Top heavy is the typical US or European 
distribution pattern, which is top heavy, but 
has some mobile distribution. 

● Mobile is concentrated in the middle of the 
ladder. 

● IPTV involves only the top two rungs, as you 
might see in a dedicated delivery 
environment.
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Test Clips - 1-2 Minute Sections from the Following Sources (7)

Entertainment Animation Sports Office

Elektra - clip from movie Big Buck Bunny Basketball Epiphan - mixed talking head and 
product video

Freedom - big band concert 
footage

El Último - simple cartoon Football (American) New - various office clips

Haunted - movie footage Sintel Hockey Screencam - Camtasia-based clip

India - general footage SpongeBob movie trailer Skateboard Talking head - simple talking head

Meridian Soccer Test - mix of talking head and ballet 
footage

Orchestra - symphony footage Tutorial - PowerPoint with small 
talking head video

Tears of Steel

Zoolander
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General Encoding Parameters (8)

We encoded all files using the following 
general encoding parameters and per-title 
restrictions. 

General Parameters:

● 2 second GOPs
● 200% constrained VBR
● Highest possible quality settings (2-pass 

if available)
● No tuning for metrics
● Buffer at 2x the data rate
● As close to the default encoding 

parameters supported by the service as 
possible. Our testing is designed to 
identify quality for the average user, not 
for the expert user. 
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Per-Title Restrictions:

● Minimum video data rate - 200 kbps
● Maximum video bitrate - 6 Mbps
● Maximum number of rungs - 7 rungs



What We Measured (9)
At the end of the day, your choice of service should 
involve lots of questions, financial, QoE-related, and 
otherwise. These include:

● Which service delivers the most storage savings?
● Which service delivers the lowest streaming costs?
● Which service delivers the best overall quality?
● Which service delivers the most consistent quality 

with each file? 

To answer these questions, we collected a lot of data, 
including measuring static encoding quality using four 
files encoded to the same encoding ladder. This next 
section explains what we collected and shows the 
summary findings. 

Then we’ll move to each service covering the topics 
shown on the right. 

● How we encoded
● The skinny
● Summary
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Buy the Report

1-5 user version - $995

Site license - $3,500
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https://sowl.co/bkPtTB
https://sowl.co/Yp7yi

